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Intel Welcomes New Extreme Edition Processor to Egypt 

 
 Intel previews new "Gulftown" platform featuring the Intel® Core™ i7- 980X processor Extreme 

Edition, Intel's first 32nm, six-core processor with 12 computing threads. 

 Demos showcase "coming soon" games enhanced for Intel® Core™ processors, chipsets and Intel® 

HD Graphics. 

 New version of Intel® Graphics Performance Analyzers Suite introduced enhances developer 

capabilities. 
  

Egypt, Cairo, May 9th, 2010 – Intel Corporation announces the arrival of the latest Intel® Core™ i7 
Extreme Edition processor to the Egyptian market and announces the latest release of Intel® Graphics 
Performance Analyzers (Intel® GPA) that will aid developers in optimizing game performance. In 
addition, Intel introduced a number of initiatives designed to spur innovation in the PC game developer 
community, and in support of the company's Visual Adrenaline and Intel® Atom™ Developer programs. 

 
Intel is previewing its latest PC platform in Egypt the Intel® Core™ i7-980X Extreme Edition processor, 
codenamed (Gulftown,) the first 32nm, six-core processor with 12 computing threads. “With overclock 
enabled, Egyptian gamers can tune their systems for extra performance and feed their need for speed. 
Plus, greater cache size and higher frequencies make it the perfect engine for Egyptian power users who 
demand unparalleled performance and unlimited digital creativity.” Said Intel Egypt Marketing 
Development Manager Ahmed El Zoghby.  

Intel® GPA v3.0 
Intel® GPA helps PC game developers analyze and optimize game performance on Intel® Architecture-
based platforms. Intel GPA provides in-depth application analysis and customization that allows 
developers to easily pinpoint performance bottlenecks and optimize games for desktop PCs and laptops 
using Intel processors, chipsets and Intel® HD Graphics. 

With Intel GPA v3.0, developers can ensure their titles run on the full spectrum of Intel® Core™ 
processors (e.g., Intel® Core™ i3, Intel® CoreTM i5 with Intel® HD Graphics, Intel® CoreTM i7, and Intel® 
Core™ i7 Extreme Edition) and chipsets with a new platform-focused toolset. The platform view for task-
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based multi-core optimizations and a simplified automated game launch workflow help developers save 
valuable time. The updated toolkit now includes support for DirectX 10.1 and 64-bit game executables. 

“The Intel® Core™ i7 processor Extreme Edition automatically speeds up when your PC needs extra 
performance. Multi-task processing enables each core of the processor to work on two tasks at the 
same time, delivering the performance needed for smart multitasking. Select models of the Intel® Core™ 
i7 processor Extreme Edition feature as many as 12 threads to maximize performance.” Concluded Mr. 
Zoghby. 
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About Intel 
Intel (NASDAQ: INTC), the world leader in silicon innovation, develops technologies, products and 
initiatives to continually advance how people work and live. Additional information about Intel is 
available at www.intel.com/pressroom and blogs.intel.com. 
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